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ABSTRACT: Despite the nationwide recognition of the work undertaken by structural 

engineers, the public often expresses its concerns and frustrations over the inconsistencies 

in the Detailed Seismic Assessments (DSA) of older buildings. 
 

This methodology is a  guideline for engineers to achieve more consistent and clear 

assessment reports of our older building stock. It provides reporting expectations for 

stakeholders. In particular, it provides a briefing platform for clients. 
 

NZSEE‟s Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in 

Earthquakes” (commonly called the “Red Book”), June 2006 Corrigendum No1, 2 and 3 

underpins this whole reporting methodology. Our aim is to coalesce a methodology or 

path through  the  Red  Book so  that  the  reporting objectives  are  met.  The  analytical 

objectives in the Red Book remain sacrosanct. 
 

In short, the authors believe that we, as a profession, can improve our reporting processes 

and also achieve better %NBS values through understanding the sensitivity of some 

decision making when selecting design parameters. 
 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 
 

Since the Canterbury earthquakes in 2010/2011, New Zealand‟s structural engineers have assessed 

many thousands of buildings across the country. Despite the nationwide recognition of the work, the 

public also expresses concerns about the inconsistencies in the Detailed Seismic Assessments (DSA) 

of older buildings. Building owners are questioning the large variation in engineer‟s assessments of 

how quake-proof their buildings are and generally find engineer‟s reports difficult to understand. 
 

Therefore, in the authors‟ view all those who have a stake in New Zealand fraternity involved in: 
 

    designing 
 

    reviewing 
 

    assessing 
 

    owning 
 

    insuring 
 

    funding 
 

    administering, and 
 

    tenanting 
 

need a guideline or methodology for engineers to attain more consistent and clear seismic assessment 

reports on New Zealand‟s older buildings. This document should also provide a short insight to the 

public reader on how DSAs are prepared by engineers and gives important facts about how engineers 

reach the „magic‟ number %NBS (Percentage of New Building Standard). This percentage number 

scheme is used in New Zealand to grade buildings according to their assessed structural performance.
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2  GENERAL METHODOLOGY 
 

The reporting methodology follows an equation (or rule) in which “the %NBS result is equal to the 

seismic capacity divided by the demand”: 
 

 

%NBS = Capacity ÷ Demand 
 

 

The general approach to assessing the lateral load capacity of existing buildings is simple. If followed, 

it will provide the building‟s “most accurate” %NBS value and ensures consistency in the detailed 

seismic assessment reporting process. 
 

 

3  THE FOUR STEPS 
 

 
Figure 1 

 

4   WHAT SHOULD A BUILDING OWNER EXPECT FROM A DSA REPORT? 
 

The checklist below should help building owners to formulate expectations and scope of the DSA 
report and to ask their Structural Engineers to include in their reports: 

 

What can I as building owner expect from my DSA report? 
 

    A logical process and a simple structure 
 

    Lay terminology so you can understand it 
 

 Clear explanations of the way the parameters (e.g. the aspects of a building the DSA examines 

and measured) have contributed to the final %NBS, e.g.:
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    Ductility  - How resilient is the building? Is it brittle or elastic? 
 

    Soil type  - Does the building stand on rock or sand? 
 

 Period - How long does it takes for the building to sway backwards then forwards 
through one cycle of earthquake? 

 

    An explanation on how the engineer derived certain ductility, period and soil type 
 

    Information about the building‟s various structural elements like stairs, facades, parapets and 

internal walls and ceilings. 

Note: Parts of buildings can be particularly vulnerable in an earthquake (parapets for example) 
– the overall seismic performance of the whole building is not the only consideration when 
assessing risk. 

 

 Ideally,  a  “sensitivity analysis”: this  means the engineer  will have  looked  at  a range  of 

uncertain parameters. As an example, the engineer may give two %NBS results in his 

assessment report: one for soil type C and one for soil type D, and may recommend further 

geotechnical investigations are carried out. 
 

 Photographs and simple diagrams to clarify the engineer‟s findings; where possible, as much 

of the available background drawings, specification and calculation material should also be 

included as appendices. 
 

 In addition, the engineer should make themselves available to you to discuss the report and 

answer any questions you may have. 
 

 

5  INTERACTION BETWEEN CAPACITY AND DEMAND 
 

A simple definition of %NBS for an existing building is the seismic „capacity‟ of the building divided 
by 100% of the seismic „demand‟ placed on the building by the current seismic code equals %NBS. 

 

%NBS = Capacity ÷ Demand 
 

We need to get both capacity and demand factors correct. This reporting methodology focuses on the 

distinction between „capacity‟ and on the other side the „demand‟. Both are be discussed in separate 

sections and individually. 
 

 
Figure 2 

 

6  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 

The %NBS figure is simply the seismic „capacity‟ of the building divided by the „demand‟ on the 

building as if it was being designed as a “new” building at today‟s date, but recognising its existing
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form of construction and the materials used. Because one value (the capacity) is divided by another 

(the demand) then the %NBS figure can fluctuate wildly if either the demand or the capacity (or both) 

are wrongly assessed. 
 

The critical parameters to “get right” are: 
 

    The “period” of the building which affects its response to an earthquake‟s shaking. 
 

    The “soil type classification” for the site. 
 

    The ductility of the structure. 
 

The paper covers the sensitivity of the decisions made when selecting these design parameters. 
 

As the %NBS value is very sensitive to the chosen parameters, the engineer should carry out a 

sensitivity analysis based on upper and lower bounds of assumptions made in selecting the choices of 

the material properties and performance made when assessing the seismic capacity of the building and 

as well, the choices of the seismic design parameters resulting in the seismic demand placed on the 

building. The figure below shows engineering effort and effect on %NBS. 
 

 
Figure 3 

The more engineering effort that is put into clearly understanding and articulating the choices listed 
above can increase the %NBS value by increasing the seismic capacity, and lowering the seismic 
demand. 

 

 

7  CONCLUSION 
 

 

Nothing in this paper is new in terms of materials technology or analytical design techniques. It is 

simply a methodology to organise and clarify the analysis and reporting functions to attain a level of 

consistency and therefore to gain the confidence of the New Zealand property fraternity. 


